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Over 10 years of experience in operating heavy equipment, mostly excavator and 
driving truck. Working in the oil and gas industry. Looking for an operator or truck 
driver job. Willing to work lots of OT and travel.

EXPERIENCE

Excavator Operator
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2007 – SEPTEMBER 2012

 Worked with Co man and other third companies to ensure drilling 
does not slow due to our area of responsibility.

 Developed good relationships with Co man and other third party 
companies.

 Experienced operating tilt buckets, inverted buckets &amp; hydraulic 
hammers.

 Arranged railroad gondolas into their needed order with track mobile.
 Accomplished small tasks with bobcat skid steer.
 Placed lids on gondolas with articulating loader.
 Checked radiation levels with radiation meters.

Excavator Operator 
Delta Corporation - 2009 – 2013

 Responsible for the clearing and burning of trees .and sometimes 
operate the dozier to build slopes or push scrapers.I load trucks such 
as dirt.

 Dug the bad dirt out on the side of the road and replaced it with big 
rocks and repaired the slope.

 Operated dozier, excavators, backhoes, motor graders, and other 
equipment including dump trucks.

 Operated scraper, dozier, and loader to move dirt, or build a road and
lay pipes in the ground such as water, sewer, and storm.

 Excavator Demolition work, reset foundations, installed sewage and 
plumbing, installed draining systems.

 Used With the ability to run many different types of Equipment safely 
&amp; productively.

 Preformed jobs assigned to me daily in a safe &amp; productive 
manner.

EDUCATION

 Diploma in General - (High school - Woodstock, VA)
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SKILLS

Heavy Equipment Operator, Class A Truck Driver, Excavating Foreman.
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